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A Protocol for Navigating the Instructional Data Warehouse 

An Update for 2016-2017 Part III (of III) 

by Fred Cohen  
 

 

Part I of this three part series on creating a protocol for navigating the 

Instructional Data Warehouse (IDW) dealt with “where to begin.” This 

initial look at the IDW took the user to reports showing the status of the 

district (and each school) on all state assessments including comparisons 

to Nassau County.  Also included were views on historical “trends” as 

well. 

 

Part II of the protocol focused on those reports devoted to creating strat-

egies for instructional improvement in those curriculum areas where defi-

ciencies were highlighted.  These detailed reports note areas of teaching 

strength and are granular enough to detail specific areas of curriculum 

needing further attention.  Reports are available for both the grade 3 

through 8 assessments and for all Regents exams. 

 

Part III of the Protocol will summarize the purpose of all other re-

ports in the IDW.  Because the IDW has grown so much over the past 

few years, only brief descriptions of these many reports can be offered 

here.  But IDW personnel are on call daily to answer questions about these 

reports as well as to visit districts for training sessions. Just call Fred Co-

hen at 608-6640, Meador Pratt at 608-6612, or Richard Nathan at 516 

971 7532 (cell) to schedule a training session or to discuss any Instruc-

tional Data Warehouse issue.  

 

There are two basic places to find reports in the IDW.  From the “Launch 

Page” shown below, click on either the “Dashboard” icon or the “Report 

List” icon.  Each icon will lead to a 

series of reports.  Some of the reports 

on the “Report List” have already 

been detailed in Protocol I and Proto-

col II.   The “Report List” also in-

cludes special folders which group 

reports of a similar nature.  In such 

cases, the brief description in this 

newsletter should be supplemented 

by an exploration by the IDW user to 

see the full range of possibilities for 

each of these reports. 
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The “Dashboards” icon contains the most dynamic list of reports in the IDW.  This means 

that the list and status of these reports is continually being refreshed to offer updated views.   

 

Some of the data come from SED’s School Report 

Card site and some come from recent uploads to Level 

I from districts.  Therefore, checking these reports 

from time to time will often reveal new data. 

 

The titles of the reports are somewhat self-explanatory, 

but a review of each report will reveal unique perspec-

tives for various district personnel.  Some of the re-

ports contain demographic filters which may offer spe-

cial insights unseen on other reports. 

 

 

 

The “Reports List” icon (as well as the “Public Folders” tab) display the full range of data 

available in the IDW.  Shown below are those reports available in folders. Each folder con-

tains a variety of related reports offering distinct views under a common theme. 

 

Overall, except where noted, the folder names are 

self-explanatory, but only by clicking on each folder 

can the user see the full range of reports available. 

For example, the “College Tracking” folder allows 

a variety of ways to compare students’ original post 

high school plans to their later success in college. 

 

The “Common Data Views” folder contains reports 

available to all BOCES and RICs throughout New 

York State, and the “Misc” folder contains teacher 

access codes. “Performance Level Comparison” 

reports were discussed in Protocol I, and 

“Preliminary Reports” give a first look at state as-

sessment results as soon as SED releases the grade 3 

through 8 assessment data. 

 

Page 3 of this newsletter shows an anecdotal alphabetical list of the remainder of the reports 

available in the IDW.  Next to each report is a description of the report or a reference to the 

Newsletter where the report’s uses are described in detail. 

 

Remember that the IDW tries to be as self-referential as possible so that the newsletters de-

scribing the uses of the reports can be quickly found on the initial “Launch Page” when log-

ging on to the IDW.  Just click the “IDW Newsletter” icon at the bottom left corner of the 

“Launch Page” to find this and other helpful newsletters. 
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AP scores and district and county trends 

Excel file—options for multiple test results 

Item Map for any assessment 

Assessment score record for all students 

Excel file with additional data 

 

Gap Reports, and their uses, are described 

in Protocol II. 

 

Item Analysis Reports show individual stu-

dent responses to each question on an as-

sessment.  Item Analysis Downloads are 

Excel versions of these reports. 

 

Longitudinal record of student assessments 

 

Various views are included in these 

NYSESLAT reports. 

 

Individual assessment results for parents 

Students’ highest Regents exam scores 

Predicted scores for SLO calculations 

Regents scores as percent of enrollment 

(Not currently available) 

  

Snapshots are described in Protocol I 

 

 

Performance indicator Map for 3-8 tests 

Compares attendance to 3-8 test results 

Student scores on each assessment 

Assessment scores disaggregated by sub-

groups 

Teacher results from the Teacher Interface 

Longitudinal results for a single assessment 

 

Wrong answer summaries for all assess-

ments (see Protocol II). 

 

 

We hope these protocols will serve as a handy reference for using the IDW in the most pro-

ductive manner. 

 

 

 

 


